We study a minimization problem in the space W B where B is the ball of 0 R R radius R with center at the origin; the functional considered is not necessarily convex. Under suitable assumptions, we prove the existence of a radially symmetric Ž . decreasing solution. By strengthening the assumptions we obtain uniqueness results. Finally, we study under which assumptions and in which sense the solutions found solve the corresponding Euler equation. The proofs are very direct and under general assumptions on h, f, and G. In particular, since we require no convexity on h, it is not at all obvious that the minimum does exist.
Ž . Minimization problems of the kind in 1 are motivated by their applicaw x w x tions in optimal design 14᎐17 and nonlinear elasticity 1, 2 .
In some cases, the solutions of the above problem may be seen as ground state solutions of the equation then we obtain the mean curvature operator. These cases have been widely studied in the w x literature 3, 10, 11, 13, 18 and in the following we use them in several examples in order to illustrate our results. In this paper we consider more Ž . general possibly irregular functions h: therefore, a major problem we Ž . have to face is understanding if the solutions of the minimum problem 1 Ž . are indeed solutions and in which sense of the corresponding Euler Ž . equation 2 .
Under suitable assumptions on f, g, and h we study the existence, Ž . uniqueness, and qualitative properties of the ground state solutions of 1 . This study is performed by an extensive use of the functions T " that we n w x Ž . Ž. introduced in 12 in the case n s 2 ; see 5 below. The existence result Ž . w x we obtain see Theorem 2 below is essentially known 5, 7, 8 , but, in our opinion, our proof is simpler and more direct: all our proofs are obtained by arguing by contradiction. Further, the functions T " allow us to obtain n upper pointwise estimates for the length of the gradient of any ground state solution; then, we show that among all possible solutions there exists one ''privileged'' solution which also satisfies suitable lower pointwise estimates. The functions T " also play a crucial role in uniqueness results: n under the same assumptions which yield existence of a solution, we prove the uniqueness of the solution in the class of privileged solutions. Uniqueness of the ground state solution is obtained under further assumptions: in particular, we determine a necessary and sufficient condition on the Ž . function f which seems to be new; see f 2 below. Finally, the functions T " also enable us to study the regularity of the ground state solution and n Ž . to determine in which sense it satisfies the Euler equation 2 . The assumptions we make are not the most general possible but we preferred to avoid nonessential complications in order to better illustrate our method; w x for more general assumptions we refer the reader to 7, 8 . This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define and characterize the functions T " . Furthermore, we recall two results by Cellina-Pern w x Ž . rotta 5 : the first one allows us to reduce 1 to a one-dimensional problem, the second one yields the existence of a ground state solution of a relaxed problem. In Section 3.1 we determine sufficient conditions for Ž . the existence of a ground state solution of 1 . In particular, we establish the existence of a ''privileged'' solution which satisfies some lower esti-Ž . mates. Moreover, we show that any ground state solution of 1 belongs to W 1, ϱ and satisfies suitable upper estimates. By strengthening the assump-Ž . tions, in Section 3.2 we state that the ground state solution of 1 is unique: of course, it is precisely the above-mentioned privileged solution. In Ž . Section 3.3 we study the Euler equation 2 and we determine sufficient conditions for its ground state solutions to be smooth and to satisfy the equation in a suitable sense. All the proofs of our results are given in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 is devoted to some remarks. Throughout the paper we give examples and counterexamples which illustrate and justify the assumptions. Throughout this paper we require the function f to be continuous and nonnegative,
PRELIMINARIES
In the following we will need the two nonnegative numbers
We assume that G g C 1 and we require that 
Ž .
In order to minimize J we introduce the function h UU , the convexification Ž of h the pointwise supremum of the convex functions less than or equal to . Ž . h . Then, we define the non-decreasing function
and the corresponding relaxed functional
In the following we deal with the minimization problem
Ž . w x If ␥ is as in 3 , we clearly have 0, ␥ : ⌺. Consider the functions h## t q y h## t
where we use the conventions that h## s s qϱ for all s -0 and that Ž . Ž . h## t y h## t y s qϱ for all ) 0 and all t strictly greater than q Ž . any element of ⌺. In particular, note that T 0 s ␥. As we will see, this n number plays a crucial role in the existence and uniqueness results. It is not difficult to verify that an equivalent definition of the functions intro-
Hence, these functions are related to the left and right derivatives of the w x w x polar function h*; see 9 . We also refer the reader to 12 for some
properties of the functions T in fact, in 12 the functions T are n n UU . defined with respect to h but it makes no difference . The features which are needed here may be summarized in the following. 
Finally, if h## is strictly con¨ex and h##
If h satisfies h then T and T are locally bounded on R . Clearly, n n q this is not the case if h is only asymptotically linear at infinity; see Section 5.2. Ž . In order to reduce the study of 4 to a one-dimensional problem, we w x recall a result in 5 .
ground state solution of 4 if and only if u s u r minimizes the functional
This result allows us to argue directly in radial coordinates. Neverthew x less, as pointed out in 8 , this one-dimensional problem may not be treated in a standard fashion because of the ''singular term'' r ny 1 and the Ž . fact that there is no constraint on the initial point u 0 . From now on we Ž . Ž . denote by u both the function u s u x defined on B and the function R Ž . Ž w x. u s u r defined on 0, R . In particular, the statements of the results will be in Cartesian coordinates while their proofs will often be in radial coordinates. Similarly, the functional J## will be evaluated in both ways. w x Thanks to this change of variables, Cellina and Perrotta 5 prove the following: 
Ž . This notion of a solution of 2 is very weak; nevertheless, we recall that for nonsmooth minimization problems the classical necessary condition that a minimum u satisfies in some sense the Euler equation is replaced by w x the condition that u satisfies some differential inclusion; see e.g. 6 . As we Ž . will see, this definition implies directly that any ground state solution of 1 Ž . is also a ground state solution of 2 : this result may also be obtained as a Ž . w x consequence of 11 in 8 .
MAIN RESULTS

Existence of a Ground State Solution
We first consider the simpler case where f ' 0 so that the minimizing Ž . problem 1 reduces to
In this case we have a trivial result which we quote for completeness and because it is somehow a simplified version of Theorem 2 below. 
and we ha¨e
Furthermore, u is radially decreasing.
Next, we deal with the more interesting case where f is nontrivial, namely
w x Then we establish a slightly modified version of Theorem 3.4 from 7 . Ž .
Ž .
and we ha¨e Ž . y Ž . In case ii , the assumption T Fg R ) 0 cannot be relaxed to n ϱ q Ž . T Fg R ) 0: to see this, take R s n and
Ž . Then, T R s 1 while T ' 0 on 0, R which, by 7 , entails that 1 n n only admits the trivial solution.
Finally, it will be clear from the proof that sufficient conditions, other Ž . than iii , may be obtained by arguing similarly.
Uniqueness of the Ground State Solution
Again, we first consider the case where f ' 0. In this case, it is not Ž . difficult to see that 6 admits infinitely many solutions for any function h Ž . satisfying h .
On the other hand, as we will show in Theorem 6 below, the assumptions of Theorem 2 are not enough to ensure the uniqueness of the ground Ž . Ž . state solution of 1 . Therefore, we first strengthen f 1 with
In other words, we assume that the function f does not vanish identically Ž . Ž . in any right neighborhood of 0: in particular, f 2 is satisfied if f 0 ) 0.
Ž . Then, we also strengthen g with 
Ground State Solutions of the Corresponding Euler Equation
Ž .
According to Theorems 1 and 2 and Definition 2 we can say that if f , Ž . Ž .
Ž . g , h hold, then 2 admits a ground state solution; since Definition 2 Ž . gives only a very weak notion of a solution, we study whether 2 is in fact satisfied in a stronger sense. This problem is often related to the regularity of the minimizer. To this end, we first state the following result. inequality is also automatically satisfied. Let : R n ª R the map defined Ž .
Ž< <. by s h## and assume that n < < ¬ is differentialbe for all g R such that -⌳ . h1 Ž .
Ž . Then 2 is satisfied in the following sense. Ž .
1, ϱ n 0 n Hence, u is a classical solution of the Euler equation
R Ž . Assume now that R ) nrFg ; then 7 and Proposition 1 yield
Fg ϱ < Ž .< On the other hand, since u minimizes J, we also have ٌu x F 1 for a.e.
Ž . x g B . Then, if R ) nrFg , we obtain a ground state solution of 1 R ϱ Ž . < < Ž . < < < < which satisfies 11 for x F nrFg and satisfies u x s R y x if x G 0 < < nrFg Hence, there remains only the annulus nrFg F x F nrFg where
Ž . Ž . we cannot explicitly write u: clearly, if f s ' 1 and g s ' 1 such an annulus has zero measure. 1 Therefore, if h is smooth, strictly increasing, and strictly convex, by using X Ž . the inverse of h and by Proposition 1 this equation allows us to obtain Ž . directly 7 . Without these assumptions on h it does not seem possible to use such a simple method involving the Euler equation. In order to obtain Ž . 7 , in the next section we argue instead on the functional J.
PROOFS
Proof of the Existence Results
Ž . Proof of Theorem 1. Let h s h ␥ : it is easy to verify that u g W B 0 R Ž . < Ž .< is a solution of the minimum problem 6 if and only if ٌu x s h for a.e. x g B . All the results then follow readily.
R
Now we turn to the case where F ) 0. We first establish the following result. Proof. By Proposition 2 we may proceed in radial coordinates. By contradiction, assume that there exist F R, ) 0, and a set By arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2 we may also obtain a lower estimate for the length of the gradient of ground state solutions of the relaxed problem: nevertheless, the situation is more delicate and we have to distinguish two cases.
Ž . Ž . Ž . LEMMA 3. Assume f , g , h and that Fg ) 0; let u be a ground state 
Ž .
Proof. By Proposition 3 we know that 4 admits a ground state Ž . solution u: if u already satisfies 13 , we are done. So, assume that there 
Proof. By Proposition 3, we know that 4 admits a ground state Ž . solution: then, by Lemmas 3 and 4, 4 admits a ground state solution u Ž . Ž . satisfying 13 . Hence, u is also a ground state solution of 1 if, for a.e. < Ž .< x g B , ٌu x does not take its values on any interval where h## is R affine and strictly increasing: this follows by arguing as in the proof of w x Theorem 2 in 5 .
Ž . Now take any ground state solution w of 1 ; then, since h## F h and Ž . Ž . since u solves both 1 and 4 , we have
Ž . which proves that w is also a ground state solution of 4 . 
T Fg x G T Fg Ry
G T Fg Ry ) 0 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . n ϱ n ϱ n ϱ < < for a.e. R y F x F R.
Ž .
The result then follows by the first lower estimate in 7 .
In order to prove iii , we can argue directly on the functional J##. 
Proof of the Uniqueness Results
In order to prove Theorem 4 we need the following. Ž .
.
As u is a ground state solution, all the previous inequalities are in fact equalities: in particular, we have
< Ž .< < Ž .< By contradiction, assume that ٌu x -ٌ¨x in a subset B : B of R positive measure; then, in B we have
Ž . and the only possibility to have 16 would then be that h## is affine < Ž .< < Ž .< < Ž .< between ٌu x and ٌ¨x for a.e. x g B and that ٌw x belongs to t Ž< Ž .< < Ž .<. the interior of the affine interval ٌu x , ٌ¨x . This contradicts either Ž the arguments used in the proof of Lemma 5 if the slope of the affine part . Ž . is strictly positive or Lemma 6 if the slope of the affine part is zero . < Ž .< < Ž .< Ž . Therefore, ٌu x s ٌ¨x for a.e. x g B and the result follows by f , 
Ž .
Proof of Theorem 6. If f 2 does not hold, then there exists ␦ ) 0 such Ž . w x that f r s 0 for all r g 0, ␦ : let ␦ denote the largest such number.
Ž . Since f satisfies f 1 , we have R ) ␦. Take
It is not difficult to see that, independently of the Ž . < < Ž choice of the function g, both of the functions u x s R y x privileged < Ž .< q Ž . . solution satisfying ٌu x G T 0 s 1 a.e. and Ž . which is a solution of 4 also and, according to Definition 2 and 7 , which Ž . w x is also a ground state solution of 2 . In particular, for all t g y1, 1 and a.e. x g B we have 
H B R
If we let t ª 0 and we simplify by , the previous inequality becomes ٌu X < < < < h## ٌu ٌ¨y f x g u¨G 0.
Ž . Ž . Ž .
H H < < ٌu B B R R
Since this inequality also holds if we replace¨with y¨it is an equality and the result follows. Fg R -n. 1 9 Ž . ' ny r Ž . hand, 19 becomes R -n . Therefore, even if the smallness assump-Ž .
1, ϱ tion 19 on R is too strict, we cannot obtain W -estimates if R is too large.
Ž . More generally, we can weaken the growth assumption in h by merely requiring that h s Ž . 
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